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Using cotton for clothing and bedding for babies is a choice made by many young mothers. It keeps
babies snug and comfortable. But, how many mothers know of the potential health hazard for their
offspring, unless they use organic cotton? Certified organic cotton clothing is made from cotton
grown under specified condition and not from cotton that that has been treated with insecticide and
pesticide in the growing process.  Nonorganic cotton is both dangerous for humans and detrimental
to our planet.

The organic farming communities have a healthier standard of living, cleaner water and are more
aware of the dangers that can be involved with cotton farming, paying more attention to beneficial
eco-farming and the environment. Overall, a baby clothed in organic cotton is far healthier than a
baby that is dressed in non-organic cotton or synthetic fabrics. There are many outlets selling
organic baby clothing and bedding, either as individual items or else in gift packs. It is possible to
shop personally or else to shop online, with many baby clothes wholesale, or else with offers of
various discounts. With shopping online, there are outlets of baby clothes wholesale all over the
United States.

Overall, cotton is considered â€˜dirtyâ€™ because of the extreme use of insecticides and pesticides, which
are so harmful to both human and animal health. It covers 2.5% cultivated land worldwide, and uses
16% of world insecticides, which is more than any other single specialized crop. This has a major
impact on the health of anybody with a sensitive skin and of course, on babiesâ€™ skins. This is why it
is imperative to make your baby an organic baby and use organic cotton for their clothing.

Many pesticide residues have been detected in the cottonseed hull, a secondary crop sold as a food
compound. About 65% of produced cotton ends up in food through food oil, either directly or
indirectly through milk and meat.

It is important to realise that with organic farming, there are only natural fertilizers used, such as
compost and animal manure. This then recycles the nitrogen in the soil instead of having to add
more, reducing pollution and N2O emissions. This is why organic farming of cotton is co much more
beneficial for health, especially that of our babies.

Babies are lucky, as on the market, there are many muted colors that come in natural dye, for baby
clothing and bedding. No longer is it just the plain unbleached look for organic baby cotton goods,
there are now beautiful soft shades to choose from. Even using low impact dyes that are not natural,
is not the safe choice for our children and the planet.

One of the firms specializing in selling organic baby clothes made from certified cotton, is an
experienced mother and daughter team who pay particular attention to the stitching and delicate
embroidery of their chemical-free boutique styled baby clothing. Acknowledging that babies are
precious, and deserve very strict quality and finish for their clothing, they accordingly produce and
sell only the best. They further offer a baby clothes wholesale program to buyers.
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bnatureorganic.com sells a organic baby clothing for babies with free shipping for orders over $100.
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